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Abstract: This Paper represents the work 

related to the Design & Development of Cloud 

based College ERP System. 

ERP system provides a simple interface for 

management of different departments and 

facilities. All the colleges usually have a 

number of departments and educational 

modules such as Training & Placement 

Department, Academic Monitoring, etc. 

Dealing with this multitude of divisions 

and different modules physically is an 

undeniably challenging and hard, 

inadequate and costly assignment. 

 In this paper we propose an ERP system for 

college. This college ERP system contains all 

relevant information regarding students, 

teachers, exams, departments, and other 

relevant data. The framework permits the 

administrator to add understudies, 

resources and some other occasions. Our 

framework permits personnel to enter or 

include understudy's participation into the 

information base which can later be seen by 

understudies and resources. The understudies 

can see his/her participation through a 

different understudy login. The Faculty can 

upload the timetables for various departments 

for exam preparation. The time table is then 

available to be viewed by students on the web 

portal. These frameworks have simple UI and 

have strong information; the executive’s 

framework makes this framework 

exceptionally helpful. 

Keywords: Cloud Computing, cloud ERP, 

Web Development, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, 

MySQL, PhP.      

 

I. Introduction: 

“CLOUD BASED COLLEGE ERP SYSTEM” 

is used to operate the entire college database 

related work online rather than offline, 

reducing a lot of manual work thus reducing the 

most important aspect that is time. 

     A    College ERP SYSTEM 

The object is to plan programming for college 

data set which contains state-of-the-art or 

precise data of the college. That ought to further 

develop effectiveness and adaptability of 

academic record the board and to give a typical 

as well as straightforward stage for everybody 

to get to the understudy's data Venture Asset 
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Arranging framework, famously known as ERP 

framework. College ERP framework is a work 

area based programming utilized for an 

instructive foundation. Reason: To supplant 

current manual arrangement of instructive 

establishment with an intelligent and 

mechanized programming application. 

The principle objective of the whole 

framework is to give an easy to use 

interface and strong information framework 

which make this framework more valuable. 

The School ERP framework mechanized 

every one of the subtleties of the school 

framework which are refreshed by 

administrator just and can be gotten to by 

the understudies and resources. ERP on the 

school the executives framework decreases 

the a large portion of the human work that 

is done before to dealing with the school 

framework. When the subtleties are placed 

into the framework by the approved 

individual then there is no requirement for 

different clients to manage separate areas. 

Just an individual that is having a 

managerial approval is to the point of 

keeping up with every one of the reports 

and records of the framework. The security 

can likewise be given according to the 

necessities. Interestingly, our framework 

lessens human work at an incredible 

exertion 

 

II. Related Work: 

This paper presents the critical analysis of the 

existing literature which is relevant to the 

CLOUD based College ERP system. 

However, the writing comprises a ton of 

examination commitments, in any case, 

here, we have broken down a portion of 

the exploration and audit papers. The 

current methodologies are sorted in view of the 

fundamental ideas associated with the systems. 

At last, the discoveries are summed up 

connected with the checked and 

investigated research papers. Chapter 

concludes with the motivation behind the 

identified problem. 

Organizational, Technological and 

extrinsic factors in the implementation of 

cloud ERP in SMEs. 

This Paper investigates the relationship 

between SMEs and cloud service providers and 

identifies crucial factors that lead to successful 

implementation of cloud ERPs.  

The findings include organizational and 

technical factors for successful implementation 

of cloud ERPs in SMEs, as well as the extrinsic 

factors that may influence cloud service 

providers’ performance. The resource 

dependency theory is used to explain SME 

concerns.  

 

Focusing on the variables Influencing 

cloud ERP reception - a logical order 

process approach 

Rank different factors influencing cloud ERP 

adoption in multinational companies. The five 

most important factors are data accessibility, 

availability, user friendliness, scalability, and 

data backup and recovery, while vendor 

trustworthiness and data retention are ranked 

relatively low. 

Their review gives more degree for 

research in use of computational insight 

methods to demonstrate the ERP choice 

interaction utilizing transformative 

calculation, multi specialist frameworks 

and Petri Nets and so forth.   

 

Cloud Computing and SaaS (ERP) 

Implementation 
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This paper is centralized around SaaS 

benefits which incorporate security issues 

and its answers. They have referred to 

various security balancing activity 

frameworks which ought to be seen as 

when they need to execute SaaS. By 

selecting the SaaS security procedures and 

standard SaaS security evaluation can empower 

SaaS merchants to support client trust in the 

security of their answer and empower its 

quicker and more extensive reception. 

Plan and Execution of an Electronic 

Venture Asset Arranging (ERP) 

Framework 

This paper demonstrates how implementing an 

online information system for the company can 

benefit clients by making it easier to register 

with the company and order raw materials, 

request merchandise and so on The 

problem and burdens engaged with going 

to the organization's workplaces to do 

enrollment and execute other business 

with it will be taken out. Improving 

accountability and resource management by 

providing online security for logging in by the 

introduction of SMS coding, it also provides the 

cooperation, coordination, and integration 

among the functional units. And block the 

tedious data entry within the organization. 

 

III. Methodology: 

The accompanying framework wipes out 

the dreary assignment of physically 

keeping up with the participation records 

via computerizing it. The executive tops 

off the subtleties of the educators and 

understudies toward the beginning of the 

semester. Class list is generated automatically. 

These details can be used for further semesters 

with little updates. 

The education system was looking for a web-

based solution with an inbuilt mechanism to 

manage data. 

In this student details are maintained efficiently 

only staff has a facility to view the student 

details/academics details etc. 

This is an enhanced facility. It is a quick, 

reasonably okay arrangement with simple 

execution and lower upkeep. 

 

 

The paper is divided into following modules. 

 

A.  Academic Monitoring: 

Academic Monitoring consists of various 

sections such as Teaching plan, Time Table, 

Student Attendance, Update Student 

Attendance. 

All the above contents report is generated as per 

as the need. 

 

B. Enrollment: 

In this there is the facility of the teacher as well 

as the student enrollment. 

The Faculty registration is done by the 

administrator. And the student enrollment is 

then done by the faculty. 
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The reports will be generated according to the 

need and the data will get filtered out. 

C. Exam: 

In this one section that is the transaction which 

consists of college exam marks entry and 

university exam marks entry. 

Then there comes the main entry portion which 

consists of parts like College exam type, 

College exam subject and subject entry form. 

For instance, if there is a requirement of a 

particular data that is done with the help of the 

report generation. 

 

 

 

D. Student Section: 

In the Student section there is the functionality 

of edit roll number, assign batch, assign 

guardian and transfer student. 

 

IV. Result: 

There are several variables which are hard to 

identify & define while deploying ERP systems 

on cloud. Apart from these variables we have 

already completed the system as per the 

modules mentioned above in the 

METHODOLOGY section. We will try to 

identify variables which can create some issue 

while deploying the system on the cloud and 

mention them in our next research paper.    

 

 

This is how our home page looks like. It shows 

the gallery and login options. 

Fig(a) front Page 

 

This is how our dashboard looks like. It shows 

different portions like academic monitoring , 

students section , etc. 

Fig(b) Dashboard 

 

 

 

 

This is how our login page looks like. 

Fig(c) Login Page 
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V. Conclusion: 

The advantages of an appropriately chosen 

and carried out ERP framework can be 

huge. The future of effective ERP 

execution depends on updating clients 

regarding the proper utilization of ERP 

innovation to meet their requirements and 

targets. Subsequently, every instructive 

organization ought to involve ERP for 

appropriate preparation, the executives and 

to work on quality. 
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